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ONENESS
By Jaydeep Sarangi
Someone told me near the river Rishi
In the northern slopes of the Himalayas
To plant a tree
A door of high thoughts.

I embraced simple minds,
Crafted stories between the stars.

Sublime thoughts live; they travel far.

My boat is ready to move, after a spell
When failures, little backslidings rained
In the summer draught.

Each stone scripted stories
Of the Hills
Lifeline murmurs its recorded silence.
When I pass through a busy street. Somewhere.

My mind connects with a sovereign nation.
My friends remind me how they are connected
With my Sindhu land. They visit the holy basin
By walking pass Vistula
When unknown birds twitter. Heavy hearts cry for their families.
Rivers watch courtship of clouds,
Channel thoughtful minds; life moves fast.
Roots of civil societies
Rice deep understandings.
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All bridges are doors
From separate homes. All hearts are red.

The earth is enjoyed by riding heroes.

What cuckoo will coo
My prayers in murmuring rhymes
Are still searching for an answer.
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